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THERMOFORM & VACUUM MACHINES CATALOGUE



Inpakt Group Packaging was founded in South Africa in the year of 2017 by working together with 15 
years specialized sta� in order to produce vacuum, gas, chain and chain type thermoform packaging 
machines used in packaging of products that Fish, poultry products, chocolate, jam, honey, butter, 
yoghurt, ayran, cream cheese and so on. In the beginning of 2015, we focused on the formation of an 
international dealership in order to o�er our global market more e�ectively, and in a short time we 
established dealerships in many countries. So far, Inpakt Group Packaging has manufactured and sold 
packaging and food processing machines under 5 di�erent brands. Changing the marketing 
conditions and because of the high customs duties, Inpakt Group machinery was founded in begin-
ning of 2019 as an exporter company. In order to provide the best quality product and service, our 
di�erent brands have been brought together under the Espack brand. We wish to add you to the list of 
Inpakt Group family.

Our Mission
To grow and become the main provider of thermoform, vacuum machine by o�ering a variety of 
products to the market in order to be used by the food and medical manufacturers to bring a standard 
to their packaging processes with our global know how,

Our Vision
Our Vision is to become one of the World leaders in Thermoform, Vacuum and Traysealer machine 
manufacturers, by o�ering the same quality service to all its customers, by regards human resource as 
the most valuable asset, by increasing its service quality in its �eld as a reliable and reputable 
company.



Why Inpakt?
 Easy Mold Changing
 European parts has been used
 Not any Far East parts under usage
 Speci�c design



Industries We Serve
•  FOOD INDUSTRY

 Dairy Products
 Meat Products
 Bakery Products
 Seafood
 Nuts
 Water Cup

• MEDICAL INDUSTRY

Inpakt Group Machines
FULL AUTOMATIC FORM FILL SEAL MACHINES 
• THERMOFORMERS 
• TRAYSEALERS 
• VACUUM MACHINES

Types of Packaging



THERMOFORM PACKAGING MACHINES
MVZ - 150 FULL AUTOMATIC THERMOFORM PACKAGING MACHINE

MVZ-150 is the most economical machine from the Inpakt 
Group packaging machines family. Although it is no di�erent to 
others in terms of what it does, it is mainly used for small 
capacity applications. This is the ideal machine for concentration 
on one application rather than a combination of applications. 
Being a machine operated by a single operator, it requires minimal 
maintenance and works without noise and failure. Thanks to the 
fact that all its mechanisms, including main chassis and feet, are 
made of 304 quality stainless steel and metal pro�les. It is long lived, 
even in the most di�cult working conditions. Either only vacuum is 
applied to products packaged by MVZ-150 or more protective gas are injected in order to obtain optimum 
shelf life. The best quality materials are used in every stage of its pneumatic lines in order to apply the latest 
technology. The MVZ-150 o�ers you a more comfortable working environment with a servo motor for digital 
advancement, a state of the art PLC control system which allows for monitoring of parameters and neces-
sary adjustments to be made easily and a touch screen operator panel with protection against external 
in�uences.



MVZ - 300 - FULL AUTOMATIC THERMOFORM PACKAGING MACHINE WITH 
CHAIN AND VACUUM

MVZ-300 is a compete packaging line with �exibility to meet 
various needs, which carries out successive packaging processes 
and provides products with a long shelf life. Having product 
compliance and a highly sensitive dosing system, It is an improved 
packaging system which realizes both small and large scale hygienic 
packaging. Preheating plates, forming mold, �lling, vacuum unit, gas 
injection station, sealing station and cutting station are the main units 
of the machines. Transportation of packaging foil via chain system gives 
the possibility of using soft material that o�ers economic and high performance conditions. Being a 
machine operated by a single operator, it requires minimal maintenance and works without noise and 
failure, thanks to the fact that all its mechanisms, including main chassis and feet, are made of 304 quality 
stainless steel and metal pro�les. It is long lived, even in the most di�cult working conditions, either only 
vacuum is applied to products packaged by MVZ-300 or more protective gas are injected in order to obtain 
optimum shelf life. The best quality materials are used in every stage of its pneumatic lines in order to apply 
the latest technology. The MVZ-300 o�ers you a more comfortable working environment with a servo motor 
for digital advancement, a state of the art PLC control system which allows for monitoring of parameters and 
necessary adjustments to be made easily and a touch screen operator panel with protection against 
external in�uences.



MVZ - 300 MAX - FULL AUTOMATIC THERMOFORM PACKAGING MACHINE

MVZ-300 MAX is a compete packaging line with �exibility to meet 
various needs, which carries out successive packaging processes and
provides products with a long shelf life. Having product compliance 
and a highly sensitive dosing system, It is an improved packaging system which 
realizes both small and large scale hygienic packaging. Preheating plates, forming 
mold, �lling, vacuum unit, gas injection station, sealing station and cutting station are 
the main units of the machines. Transportation of packaging foil via chain system gives 
the possibility of using soft material that o�ers economic and high performance 
conditions. The MVZ-300 MAX has been designed for the products which need more 
than one cutting stations and longer feedingg station. 

Being a machine operated by a single operator, it requires minimal maintenance and 
works without noise and failure. Thanks to the fact that all its mechanisms, including 
main chassis and feet, are made of 304 quality stainless steel and metal pro�les. It is 
long lived, even in the most di�cult working conditions. Either only vacuum is applied
to products packaged byMVZ-300MAX or more protective gas are injected in order to 
obtain optimum shel�ife. The best quality materials are used in every stage of its 
pneumatic lines in orderto apply the latest technology. TheMVZ- 300MAX o�ers you a 
more comfortable working environment with a servomotor for digital advancement, 
a state of the art PLC control system which allows formonitoring of parameters and 
necessaryadjustments to be made easily and atouch screen operator panel with 
protection against external in�uences.  



MVT - 18/34 - FULL AUTOMATIC THERMOFORM PACKAGING MACHINE

MVT-18/34 economic packaging machines are the small giants of 
the family. They are an indispensable solution for customers looking 
to package products in small portions and all types of liquids accurately. 
Owing to the wide range of areas that they cover and their sensivity to 
accuracy of �lling these machines have become the most sought 
- after machines of their class. It is possible to �ll liquids and products 
with granules at all levels of viscosity. Being a machine operated by a 
single operator, it requires minimal maintenance and works without 
noise and failure. Thanks to the fact that all its mechanisms, including 
main chassis and feet, are made of 304 quality stainless steel and metal 
pro�les. It is long lived, even in the most di�cult working conditions. 
The best quality materials are used in every stage of its pneumatic lines 
in order to apply the latest technology. The MVT-18/34 o�ers you a more 
comfortable working environment with a servo motor for digital 
advancement, a state of the art PLC control system which allows for 
monitoring of parameters and necessary adjustments to be made easily 
and a touch screen operator panel with protection against external in�uences.



MVT - 18/57 - WATER CUP MACHINE WITH LESS WASTAGE

MVZ-150 is the most economical machine from the Inpakt 
MVZ-18/57 built on both AISI 304 stainless steel and aluminium 
made skeleton, having high mechanical resistance, it is long lived 
even in most di�cult working condition, is an advanced technology 
packaging machine. Perforated and multiple cutting applications 
can be carried out in the cutting unit in di�erent ways. Via our 
machine's eccentric cutting system, the same amount of plastic cup 
production can be accomplished with minimized gaps less pitch and
 foil width. According to the current machines in the industry, 
it saves % 3.125 from the bottom foil and %5.55 from the top foil. 
In other companies, while installing new coil or if there is a problem 
with foil, it is required to pull foil along the machine to take shape again. 
This causes waste of time and waste of foil up to the length of the machine. 
With the chain system used in our machine, the shape can be taken immediately by feeding foil to the chain 
and the production can proceed. In this way you can save time and foil. The production environment inside 
its closed cabinets are supported with a hepa �lter making this the ideal machine for those who wish to 
package goods such as dairy products under sterile and hygienic conditions. The quality of air used on the 
forming unit is made extra sterile by a 3-stage �lter. It is possible to �ll liquids and products with granules at 
all levels of viscosity. A special CIP application can be used in the �lling unit to maintain cleanliness. 
In addition, the forming, �lling and cutting units are operated by a servo motor.



VACUUM MACHINES
KV-620 Layer Closure

The plate was developed for a practical solution to sealing 
packaging machine. Desktop bowl sealing machine to pack
food products for sale Can you make it safe and easy. Just 
compared with stretch �lm packaging and hygiene products 
keeps fresh for much longer. Working principle three stages. 
Reservoir cap by turning all the air is removed with the help of 
vacuum pump (Vacuum), optional depending on the properties 
of the product (gas emissions) is performed, and �nally with the 
help of heat the upper foil containers �lled with the following 
items (Fikslenir), and foil sector and the �nal product emerges.

KV-600 Layer Closure

The plate was developed for a practical solution to sealing 
packaging machine. Footed bowl sealing machine model 
with the packaging and sale of di�erent types of food products 
to present a safe and easy way possible. Just compared with 
stretch �lm packaging and hygiene products keeps fresh for a 
long time. Footed bowl packaging, Desktop model is compared 
to the height chrome legs are preferred for some businesses.



TRAY SEALERS
KV - 1000 Bowl Vacuum Machine

      Having broken grounds in the vacuum packaging sector  
      with it experience, Inpakt Group Machine presents its new  
      product, the thermocontainer machinery. Sustaining the  
      freshness, the nutrition value and the shelf life of the 
      products are very important for the producing and 
      consuming companies, Full automatic thermocontainer  
      machines pack the products via the vacuum-gas-heat   
      system. The Full automatic thermo-container machines  
      designed on the trayler system saves time and labor.

KV - 2000 Bowl Vacuum Machine
      Having broken grounds in the vacuum packaging sector  
      with it experience, Inpakt Group Machine presents its new  
      product, the thermocontainer machinery. Sustaining the  
      freshness, the nutrition value and the shelf life of the 
      products are very important for the producing and 
      consuming companies, Full automatic thermocontainer  
      machines pack the products via the vacuum-gas-heat   
      system. The Full automatic thermo-container machines  
      designed on the trayler system saves time and labor.



OUR REFERENCES
No  Company Name  Country  Machine Type   Product

1  Remzi Kahil Dairy  Belgium  MVZ-300   White Cheese
 
2  Khazar Group   Kazakhistan  MVZ-300   Dairy 

3  Nouveau   Singapore  MVZ-300 MAX   Ice Cup 

4  Emirates Food   Dubai   MVT-18/34   Water Cup
 
5  SRB Company   Dubai   MVT-18/34   Water Cup
 
6  Aseel Food   Libya   MVT-18/34   Water Cup
 
7  Aldana    Dubai   MVT-18/34   Water Cup 

8  Alain    Libya   MVT-18/34   Water Cup
 
9  Alva� Food   Iraq   MVT-18/34   Water Cup
 
10  Misyal Water   Oman   MVT-18/34   Water Cup
 
11  Hilutec Machine  Germany  Mold Manufacturing  Liquid Food
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Durban Head O�ce: Unit 11 Themba Business Park, 86 Marseilles Crescent, Briardene 
Cape Town: 10 Flamingo Crescent, Lansdowne
Gauteng: Unit 1, 1662 Malie Street,  Zandfontein, Pretoria, 0081  
Email: sales@inpaktgroup.co.za | www.inpaktgroup.co.za

Alexi Christie - Sales Director | e: alexi@inpaktgroup.co.za | m: +27 81 373 9154
Nishara Naidoo - Marketing Director | e: nishara@inpaktgroup.co.za |  m: +27 73 431 0965
Wesley Peens - Business Development (Africa, Europe, Middle East) | m: +27 72 383 6028 | e: wesley@inpaktgroup.co.za
Redemption Bandera - Consulting Engineer | e: redemption@inpaktgroup.co.za | m: +27 60 766 8587
Clare Fowler - Logistics & Planning | e: clare@inpaktgroup.co.za

Pretoria: +27 (010) 020 2434
Durban: +27 (0) 31 020 0193
Cape Town: +27 (021) 020 0403 
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in Turnkey Packaging 
Solutions


